Amos | Connect

An Integration as a Service Solution
Built Specifically for Education
Why Choose Amos | Connect?
Amos | Connect is an end-to-end integration as a service solution which handles both legacy
and modern integration methods. We help unlock the power of the SITS Stu-Talk component
while taking ownership and responsibility of your data flow across multiple applications.

Clear the Path to the SITS Cloud
For a number of reasons, legacy direct database
or file transfer integrations are not compatible
with SITS in the cloud. The prospect of unpicking
these existing integrations and modernising
the SITS data transfer to use Stu-Talk might feel
overwhelming and prevent an institution from
achieving their digital transformation goals.

A Solution Designed Specifically for
Education Institutions
Our integrations aren’t generic. We’ve designed
Amos | Connect specifically to solve major
problems that have been affecting education
administrations for decades.

API-Driven Platform That Drives
Connectivity
Accessing and processing data is your top priority.
Our integration allows you to drive more value
from your existing data, as well as unlock new data
streams through improved business processes.

Flexible Solution That Can Integrate
With Legacy Systems
Your legacy systems are deeply embedded in
your institution. We can work with and build
upon your existing legacy systems, providing
you with an agile solution that doesn’t require
complete change.

Cloud-Based and Scalable
Your needs evolve over time, so does Amos |
Connect. You can scale up your solution based
on your actual needs. There’s no need to pay for
features you aren’t ready to use.

We’ve Got a Feature for That
Powerful Integration
Framework

Education Data Model
(EDM)

A pre-built solution that’s easy to
implement, comes with support,
and works with the SITS Stu-Talk
component.

EDM works to translate data
into a standardised language
that is compatible with other
solutions in your ecosystem.

API Hub

Cloud Infrastructure

Access a wide variety of APIs
that can streamline integration
and provide connectivity with
popular systems.

Amos | Connect is a cloud native
solution hosted on AWS and can
integrate together both cloud
and on-premise systems.

End-to-End Encryption

Real-Time Data Flow

Stay protected with a fully
encrypted integration platform
that keeps your data secure as it
moves between your systems.

Improve employee and
student experiences with
real-time data flow between
the essential services in
your system.

Enterprise Integrator

Management Console

Our WSO2 Enterprise Integrator
lets you control your data flows
through an intuitive low-code
integration solution for cloud
and container-native projects.

Highly visual console to
manage and troubleshoot your
integrations. If systems go
offline, you can easily restart the
message queue.

Drive More Value From SITS &
Your Essential Systems - Connect
With an Amos Education Expert
Today
hello@amos.ie | amos.ie/sits/

